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Once upon a time...
By April Dietz, page 3
Life Interrupted
By Brad Haugen, page 4
Revolution of the death machine
By Matt Metevelis, page 5
Plus: Humans go deicidal, Godgoes homicidal, veggie meets bacontarian, community organizer Dostoevsky, thefedi wins every time and more...
First Things First
From the Mann himselffetter,fronn the Editor
By silent consentBy Natalie Gessert
ConcordManaging Editor By John Mann
Writer John Glionna wrote an''odd little piece for the Los Alige- Seminary Pastor
les Times about California's independent food market, the BerkeleyA   I am aware that the commandment
Bowl, highlighted as the place to go not only for yotu frufts, bur to about killing is understood to apply to
observe the local nuts. Glionna writes:       individuals, more than to governments,
In she tin),paking lot, nicknained the Berkeley Bra ud,  rus-  or officially countenanced killings of
tatted inotoiists haze been known to rain one anothcr.' cars- 3t those who have sacrificed their innocence
the checkout, people hare thrown punches and unripened avocadiis by initiating violence.
at suspected line-cutters_ When one shopperi was told she couldir t Luther expands on this observation in
return a hag ofgranola, she showily dumped its coiaews on the the larger Catechism when he says, `...
floor. Cdyon Garrison, who works at the cusiornei- service desk,   neither God nor the government is included in this command-
receiztl) had a loafofhread thrown at hire.  ment, nor is their right to take human life abrogated. God has
delegated his authority to punish evil doers to the civil author-
How-ever, Berkeley Bowl temper tantrums arc not only the result ities... Therefore, what is forbidden here applies to individuals,
of shopping carr fender-benders. Bowl owner Glenn Yasuda takes not to government officials ( Luther, Large Catechism, Book
draconian measures to ensure those caught sampling market; goods of Concord, p. 410).
without buying, " will be banned for life— noreprieves, no excuses.   I would like to demur, not about God's prerogatives, but
Not even` 1 forgot to take my medication.)-" Glionnas story reads about the governments, especially democracies. There, we are
like scenes from a bad Idonday night sitcom. However, the most inter-11 electing agents. Death, then, is not out of our hands—
estinZ
lQ
part of the story came after its publication.    and in the power of the state. We have met the enemy andDieticians commented that the problems observed at Berkeley the enemy is us!
Bowl have little to do with cranky yuppies WTanding over Balinese As a seminarian, I spent considerable time reading Albert
mangoes. The problem ori inates in the B12 vitamin
over
suf-       Schweitzer and considering his reverence for life. His univer-
feredby, vegaoand vegetarian masses stiwarmingthe aisles piaiTlzlY       salizing of the commandment against killing was both radical
these folks aren' t getting enough meat Vitamin B12 can be found in and compelling. If life is from the hand of God, who are we
meat, eggs, and shrimp. A deficiency ofvitarnin B12 causes symptoms to decide to take it?
including depression, irritability, anxiety and severe mood savings. For nearly a year in my CPE residency, I was the chaplainOne killer instinct replaces another: meat for kamikaze shopping.  for the prison unit ofdeath row and disciplinary lock-up. OnceThis issue is about both death and life. In some cases, we present
we got within days of a scheduled execution, I was the chap-
articles about the things in life that physically kill is or otherwise lain required to accompany the inmate to the gas chamber. Ifind other means of taking life from us. Other articles, discuss the can' t tell you the relief I felt when the court refused permis-
other side of death: life. As Christians- 1VC understand life to exist on Sion to carry out the execution as scheduled. I could not comeboth sides of death, so included are articles such as Brian Krause's to terms with a cold, calculated death penalty as a deterrent toire right to life about the value of creation. Matt Mctevelis and Josh killing. Killing is seldom a rational decision in the real world.
Miller grapple with the larger questions ofdeadl and life, while Chef More often, it is an emotional explosion toward intimates.
Rick Anderson and Andy Nelson face off in a discussion about the That is why the murderers were usually chosen to clean the
merits of voracity. Also, look for Rev. April Dietz's article for a poi-       governor's mansion. They were the safest inmates we had— if
gnanr tribute to Luther Seminary graduate Sarah Pennewcll (' t?7) you weren't family.
who recently died.  Time truly makes the ancient good uncouth. While societ-
Strangely, God works life through death. God' s Son, Jesus Christ,       ies throughout history have whittled away the absoluteness of
takes the angri results of B12 deficiencies and slaughterhouse evils this command against killing, perhaps it is time we followed
into himself, sustaining the judgment due. The fifth commandment the logic of the law to its more complete conclusion. If life is
is about more than avoiding the local meat market or living Opiah' s God' s gift alone, perhaps it is truly beyond human powers to
Best Life now. The fifth commandment includes a promise that life rationally take it from another. Though from time to time we
exists on either side of death.   
might wish to, I suspect that the commandment calls us, indi-
vidually and corporately to refrain from killing.
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Life & Death
A violent lesson
By Joe Midthun and Sarah Ruch Ali was a Muslim at a college that has a Lutheran affiliation and is
Both M. Div. interns at Augsburg College predominantly Christian.
When you think of internship on a college campus you may think Despite the many differences in faith and tradition, the commu-
of students and faculty asking difficult theological questions, or per-   nity gathered as one to have a service for him. We did not memorialize
haps you think of your own college experience with the emotional his life at the service because it is against Muslim tradition to do so,
highs and lows, or maybe you think of a congregation made up of sev-   
and this was respected, but what we did do was come to a consensus
eral thousand students almost all between the ages of 18 and 23 who that the commandment" Thou Shall Not Kill" is one that crosses all
have just been released from years of parental rule and are now free to faiths and traditions.
do just about whatever they choose. These were some of the things we Luther explained the fifth commandment in this way," We should
expected when we began our internship at Augsburg College.   fear and love God that we may not hurt nor harm our neighbor in his
One of the things we had not prepared ourselves for is what hap-   body, but help and befriend him in every bodily need." We are called
pened when we arrived on campus on September 23rd (only one to help our neighbor and love them as ourselves. This tragedy showed
month after we began our internship) and learned that an Augsburg that when we fail to heed this commandment and attempt to gain the
College student, Ahmednur Ali, a 20-year-old Somali man, had been kind of control that only God can have, we will devastate each other
murdered the night before. Ali left Augsburg's campus on Septem-   and in that devastation comes pain and suffering.
ber 22nd to begin his first day of tutoring at the Brian Coyle Center,      We continue to minister to a community reeling from the loss of
which is part ofAugsburg's Work Study program. Upon leaving the human life and we remember that all congregations, even those in
Center, a 16 year old boy shot and killed him.    a college setting, can be affected by death. We never imagined we
Ali's death rocked the core ofAugsburg's campus. Augsburg prides Would minister to those affected by a murder, especially in such an
itself on being" a college of the church and city," taking part in com-   ecumenical way, but we remember the fragility of human life and our
munity activities and preparing leaders. A student's life had been
call to leave God with control and to love our neighbors as ourselves
needlessly taken and furthermore it had happened at a place Augs-   each and every day.
burg prides itself as being a part of.
A love story
Editor's note: Sarah Pleggenkuhle Pennewell began study her Heavenly Lord called her his child and the goodness and values she saw in other peo-
at Luther Seminary in 2003. Shegraduated with a that God' s love for this world was bigger than ple, was not able to fight for her self. Boyd,
Master ofDiainity( May, 2008) and completed suicide
anything we can understand. She also knew her ever vigilant warrior, fought for her. Boyd
Monday,June IG,2008, at her home.    
that Boyd loved her dearly; echoing God' s all-   knew the value God had placed upon her and
By April Dietz consuming
love.  with blessing sent her out into the world. But,
Class of 2007, M. Div.     Boyd loved Sarah for these attributes and at a time when he was not there, she some-
Lutheran Church of the Master( Omaha, NE)   more. Boyd was her warrior and strength, as how learned of another option. The wrong
Sarah and Boyd Pennewell were abso-
he encouraged her to follow her dreams and option.
supported God' s calling in her life all the way Sarah completed suicide. Her decision
lutely devoted to each other. They adored from their home in Alaska to Luther Semi-   made logical sense. She loved Boyd and did
one another, understood and accepted each
nary in Minnesota. They brought out the best not want him to have the burden ofher debt.
other. They were each the love of one anoth-   in each other. Boyd was fiercely protective She loved her God and was happiest when she
er' s' lives.  
and in love with her, for her beauty outside was in the presence of the Lord. But as the
Sarah had a remarkable gift rarely seen
and inside. church she loved suddenly stopped support-
in this world. She had the gift of complete Sarah easily trusted those who she valued ing her, she could not help but feel that so did
empathy. If another person hurt; whether and loved. Sarah believed in the goodness of God. She believed this deadly logic, knowing
emotionally, spiritually or even physically;    her church. She valued her denomination, her that if she followed this new option, Boyd
Sarah' s mind, soul and even her body would
seminary and her calling to serve the Lord.   would no longer have the burden of her mon-
share with that person in his or her pain.   She was loyal and trusting to the candidacy etary debt from seminary, and she would beSarah was loyal. She believed God was so
process. After five years of investing her per-   in the presence of her Lord once again.
good that he gave each person a measure
sonal honesty, her intellectual and spiritual If this love story were made into a movie
of goodness, and she deeply valued God' s
nurturing, her family and many thousands there would be more details to enhance it.
reflected goodness she experienced in every
of dollars, Sarah was not approved for ordi-   How Sarah grew up on a farm in Iowa, learn-
person she met. For this goodness she felt
nation. This broke her heart.     ing loyalty and goodness from both of her
a greater joy in this world than any one of She did not attend graduation, saying parents. How her opinions, spirit and drive
us can imagine. She laughed with complete
that the church had no place for her to serve.   changed the lives ofher seminary friends for-
freedom and lack of inhibition. Sarah was Sarah, who you could often find fighting for
certain that God knew her name. She knew A love story to page 11
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Life & Death
Answers to
i'ne ripples y o       ,h es interruption
oldeath•       By Brad Haugen
r
M. Div. Junior
Deflections on mortdlity It was an unseasonably warm autumn evening in early October 2006.
My Lutheran Volunteer Corps housemates and I had miraculously coordi-
By Marie Olson nated our otherwise incompatible schedules to simply share a meal together.
M. Div. Middler Around the table that evening, we agreed that we would rather be camping
Thou shalt not kill. Yet, l shudder at the daily news on a night like this. More practically though, we settled to have a campfire
which reminds us of hour often this coin mandrnettr in our backyard grill and roast marshmallows. As soon as we conceived the
is broken. It is so easy to just turn the TV off or flip idea, we sprung into action. Some housemates started a fire in our miniature
the newspaper to the nextpage and avoid confronting charcoal grill. Others and I washed the supper dishes and found the marsh-
the reality of death the reality of murder. But some-       mallows that we had stashed away for safekeeping.
tunes the face of death is just too familiar and our By the time I had finished cleaning inside, a fire was crackling in the open
facade of safety is shattered as we are slammed into grill outside. My housemates and I gathered around the fire and imagined
the realization that we are not immune to death. We that we were camping. For awhile, I forgot where I lived. A dense covering of
are mortal beings and that means we live in a state leaves that had not yet fallen hid the Minneapolis skyline from view. Flickers
Of urgency; we only have so much time. We all have of orange, red and yellow danced on my housemates' faces and comfortingly
our stories of a death that penetrates our illusions of reminded me of that same glow I had seen on the faces of family and friends
immortality. Death affects us all, and in those sur-       around campfires in years past.
prising moments we become even more aware of each Suddenly, there was an interruption as ifanother world violently collided
precious moment in life.       with the world that the campfire had created. Gunshots rang out from our
For me, this fall from ignorant bliss happened last neighbor's front yard. A car engine revved, tires squealed and a young man
year when Katherine Olson unsuspcctingly followed a with a terrified expression ran between our house and the neighbor's house,
nanny advertisement on Cmigslisr to her killers door. away from where the shots had been fired. After hearing the shots, my house-
Katherine and I attended St. Olaf College at the same mates and I, perplexed, were slow to move. I tried to force the sound of the
time and 1 had chatted with her on several;occasions. shots into the comforting world of campfires and warmly glowing faces. Fire-
Now she was the front page article. Suddenly, the crackers sound like that, I extrapolated desperately. Actual gunshots must be
impact of this death was apparent. The faces of her even louder.
loved ones mounting are emblazoned in my mind: the The terrified expression of the young man who fled the scene through
cold certainty that,a person exists that could do some-       our side yard, however, shattered the campfire world that I did not want to
thing so horrible stili stabs at me. People Nvho did not leave behind. The fear he wore made it impossible to tell whether he was a
know Katherine may still have been affected by her perpetrator or a victim but crystallized the fact that life and death are real.
death in the wav that they use Craigslist with more My housemates and I bolted through our back door. We huddled inside our
caution now. Katherine's horrific death has rippled house while one of us called 9- I- I. I repeatedly glanced through a small bath-
through so many people' s lives. A reminder that life is room window, in the direction ofwhere the shots had been fired. A body lay
surprising, death is surprising and how we are affected motionless on the sidewalk. Emergency vehicles idled outside the tape that
by death is sometimes even more surprising,  marked the scene of the crime. Police officers asked us about what we had
Let its not forget the death that has seemingly rip-       seen and heard. Later, we found out that the young man who lay on the side-
pled throughout the world and history. Christ' s death.       Falk was fatally shot in a drive- by shooting. A gang had mistaken him for a
Christ has conquered death, but this does not mean rival gang member and shot him.
that we are all immortal. People still die, in the sense The Lutheran Volunteer Corps temporarily relocated my housemates and
that people leave this life, we no longer get to hear me. They offered support as well as the option to live elsewhere for the remain-
their voice or much their hand. e'er we believe that der of the year. In the wake of the shooting, however, fear gave way to signs
they have eternal life. How does eternal life ripple its of resilient life in our South Minneapolis neighborhood: outrage, grief, a
effect into the way we live cverydav Steadfast Chris-       heightened sense ofvulnerability and mutual concern among neighbors. My
bans who have faced death often share their ncv found housemates and I decided to stay in the neighborhood and help the Minne-
appreciation for the intricacies of life. Something is apolis Police Department and neighbors mobilize crime prevention. We had
very special about our life on earth. God created it no answers to the question," Why did this happen?"
and called it good'. It is not a race to get to the " eter-  Hope lay in what God might do among us rather than in answering that
nal" part Zhere is something deeply worth savoring terrible" why" question. As a result, we neighbors ventured out ofour homes,
in this world.    participated in neighborhood cookouts that a housemate and I helped organize,
and demonstrated both new and renewed commitment to one another's safety.
It was a beginning of new life, still wounded by an inexplicable death.
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Life & Death
Murder in the age o     -isms
By Matt Metevelis commandment with such horrible events in France is now almost completely confined
M. Div. Senior our recent memory?What is the authentic to performances of Les Miserables, certain
iesChristian witness in the age of ideas that ideas and ideologi that justifymurder haveKilling has come g g
under new mean-   
kill? continued on to the present. Even if they
ing in our times. We The roots of the problem
can be found don' t draw blood, they dominate the public
have learned not only
in revolutionary France. The French Revo-   imagination and poison discourse. Ideas in
new ways to kill but lution provides a major watershed in history our society masquerade as gospels, or" good
also new reasons. To because it was the first massive attempt to do,   news." Some idea captures the imagination
on a concrete national scale, what had only of a group of people and says" if only I ambe sure, people still
kill one another over been pondered in the abstract realm of phi-   enacted I will make the world much better."
money, land, resources and yes, religion.   losophy and literature: to erase society and Attempts to survey merely the American land-
The 20th century, however, receives its decid-   
recreate from scratch to be more free, natural scape for these kinds of ideas is dizzying. We
edly ghastly cast because it was the first time
and just. But what had seemed so noble from are told by a chorus of dissonant voices that
people were butchered en masse because of the quill became a nightmare from the guil-   free markets, government intervention, mul-
ideas. We have seen documentation ofpeople lotine. Those responsible for the revolution ticulturalism, feminism, Christian principles
butchered in concentration camps because of murdered the king, aristocrats, clergymen,   ( usually cherry-picked to use on hot button
notions of racial purity, frozen and starved
multitudes of the poor and ultimately each issues like abortion and homosexuality),
to death in collectivized farms at the hands other. Responding to the" terror" from across   " green" policies, organic foods, " family val-
of the idea of the" liberation of the proletar-   the channel British politician and thinker ues" ( whatever this means), universal health
iat," and blown apart in crowded buses and Edmund Burke warned that what his soci-   care, sexual liberation and so many other-
marketplaces because ofany number ofcom-   ety
confronted was an" armed doctrine." The isms are all we need to create the perfect
plimentary and competing ideologies such as
doctrines of" liberty, equality and fraternity"   world. Though these doctrines may not be
the" global caliphate" or" worldwide democ-   imagined to bring the dawn ofenlightenment,   armed with guns and bombs they are empow-
racy." Whether these are mere smokescreens
instead cast a shadow of darkness by justify-   ered with emotional and social firepower and
for material motives is for historians to debate,   ing fellow citizens murdering one another fragment our society into the groups like" red"
but for theologians, the grim body count of and engulfing Europe, and indeed the entire and" blue," cutting across religious, commu-
the 20th century must cause us to consider
World, in war.     nity and family lines.
our response. How do we talk about the fifth Even though the spirit of revolutionary Age of- isms to page 13
Gentlejusti...,..,,eAP
By Margaret Kelly lies and abuse by the Christian church.
M. Div/ M.S. M. Senior The ladies were both perpetrator and victim. What does justice
I suppose some of you know I am in that mys-   mean now?What does grace mean now?
terious dual masters program at Luther Seminary.       In my home church I have worshiped next to those who have mur-
I am working toward both my Master of Divin-   
dered. I have worshiped next to the families of those who have been
ity and Master of Social Work degree. There has murdered. I look at them and remember that they are beloved chil-
1 E been a bit of field work required for both degrees.   dren of God. Once, they were tender little babies. Too often they
ere tender little babies who were forgotten. Only God rememberedDuring my first social work practicum, I was vV privileged to work with acourt-ordered wom-   them. Only God heard their murmurs. I try to remember this. I try
en's anger management group. Ofall the clients
to remember that what has happened and what continues to happen
and parishioners I have worked with, this was my favorite group. I is simply bad. God commands us to love our neighbors. God asks us
loved the angry ladies. The ladies had been in chemical dependency to pray for daily bread. In those things, I trust that there is hope for
treatment many times. Many had their parental rights terminated.   justice. I just don't know what that looks like. However, I know there
Some had their babies taken from them at birth.' The ladies told sto-   needs to be justice for everyone. I trust that our Creator will give all of
ries about not knowing whether they had killed someone. Yes. They us the justice we yearn for. I pray that the justice would come before
had shot guns and stabbed knives and not known if they had killed.   more pain and suffering occurred. I pray that God would rise up out
These ladies were perpetrators of violence. of God's slumber. I pray that God would hear our murmurs in the wil-
However, there is a second part. These ladies all told stories of his-   derness and remember. I trust that God will answer these prayers.
torical trauma. They were all Native American. They told stories of We have some work to do, don' t we?
sexual assault and drug addiction. They told stories of broken fami-
CONCORD5
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Picking up deadpeople Helping kids live life
By Dane Skilbred to itsfullestM. Div. Senior
Three years ago I was approached with an interesting job By Ingrid Skilbred
opportunity. I was looking to make a little extra money and M. Div. Senior
not sure what the best route would be to do so. Then, I found
The goal ofnursing is always to return a patient to their highest function-
out about a job that was a little bit peculiar. A fellow seminar-   
ing ability. In many situations my role in this process as a nurse at Children'sian told me about the body removal business and I decided to Hospital ( St. Paul, Minn.) is clearly understood by my patients and theirgive it a try.   families. I work with my patient, the medical team and the patient' s par-At first it seemed like a very strange endeavor. Who would
ents to support the patient through their illness and intervene if the patient' shave thought living people picked up dead people for a liv-   condition worsens. The goal with an patient, whether the are a 4- month-
ing?As time has progressed, though, I've come to appreciate
old coming in with their firsserious nessora child with a tracheotomythe importance of this work. When families lose a loved one
it can be devastating. They need support, assurance and com-   as a result of an accident, is to help them return to their normal level offunctioning.fort, especially from those who they see first. This is the place
at which I find myself as I go about the work I do.    Asa nurse I try to connect my patients and their families with resources
that will help them to thrive when they go home. Every time I go throughI see this job as an opportunity-to do ministry in a special f
way. No, I do not provide pastoral care or counseling to the
the admission process with a child I ask them and/or their parent about con-
cerns at home. Does everyone feel safe at home. Are there concerns about
an individual suffering from untreated mental illness or addiction in thethose already deceased. But through my conduct I am able to
g, e
home. Are there concerns about paying for this hospital visit. I assess myprovide a certain assurance to those who are grievinthat th I
Patients and their families for problems at home, because I know how sig-one they have lost is in good hands. I am able to give them some
nificant a child' s home situation is when it comes to their quality of life andpeace ofmind that the life of their loved one meant something
and that they have the respect and compassion they deserve.      
their ability to function at the highest level.
It may not seem like much, but to those who are grieving
As a nurse I work in a variety of ways to assist parents and their children in
what I do and how I do it can mean everything. What gives
dealing with health issues so that their kids can be kids. I work with parents
me joy is the knowledge that in a small way I can be a presence so that they might have resources to more fully nurture and support their
ofcomfort for others and allow them to see God's love and life,   kids. Honestly, the best part of nursing is when patients start getting into
even in death. trouble or start smiling their normal smile again. Then you know that they
are healing, that soon they will return home, and that your job is done.
More than Starbucks
By Jamie Strickler a new creation in God's kingdom need money and all those things
M. Div. Junior we feel provide happiness and comfort? Regardless ofwhat I am told,
Therefore we have been buried with him through baptism into death,   we will not cease to exist ifwe do not have another cup of Starbucks.
in order thatjust as Christ was raisedfrom the dead through the glory of God has created you anew for the sole purpose of serving your neigh-
the Father, so we too may live a new life. (Romans 6./E)     bor. Academic degrees or any other thing you think you have earned
This passage is a promise from God given through the pen ofPaul are not for you, but for the sole purpose of making you a better ser-
the Apostle. It doesn' t sound very cheery to hear that God promises vant to your neighbor.
to put us death, although, in reality, that is what we all deserve. In the As I reflected upon my first full semester here at Luther I came to
end, life is finally fair: we all die for our sins but the good news is that realize that this is the most important thing I have learned. I exist
on account of Christ we are then resurrected as a new creation. first as a husband and father to serve my wife and children, second as
Luther would say that our old selves, though already put to death,   a son and brother to serve my family and third as a preacher called
still cling to the new creation like a sack ofworms until our eventual by God to deliver the gospel message to bring comfort to afflicted
physical death. Why has Jesus Christ taken us out of this world only consciences. I am called to each of these offices to serve wholly in
to send us right back into it?We, as new creations, exist for one pur-   Christian faith and love. I am not called by God to the office of" me"
pose: to love and work for the sake of others in the offices which God and all of the creature comforts I suppose necessary for daily living.
has called each one of us to serve.  God is the very one who provides for me, giving me all I need from
What does all this have to do with the preservation of life? Good day to day so that I might be sustained for the work of serving oth-
question! God has put us to death with his left hand and has raised ers. This is God's greatest gift to me because there was indeed a time
us up to life with his right. Nonetheless, we sometimes still cling to in which I thought I was god and only served myself. I never want to
the habits of the old self. Why do we worry about money, our repu-   be that miserable again. Yet, I have been raised up from the dead and
tation, our space, personal time, or the next cup of Starbucks? Does called from my misery, only to be given a new whole life.
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gnChallengithe disAmLiTws
I..............
By Erin Diericx affects each one of us differently and gives us different abilities. For
M. A. Senior example, Julie could feed us; Christie, Katy and Julie could make
Even the word " possible" is in the word phone calls; Julie and I could pick up what the others dropped; Julie
impossible". It goes without saying that this and I could help Christie bathroom; Stacy, Katy, Christie and I could
phrase circulates in the disabled world as one guide Julie back after dinner at night and warn her of uneven surfaces,
that encourages individuals with disabilities to so she would not tip. Collectively, Julie, Katy, Christie, Stacy and I
never give up. However, without the person next
to us, we are stuck. Now, I am not necessar-
ily talking about the personal caregiveryou see The actions of others have a higher
next to us most of the time (sometimes it feels
they become attached to us): helping us eat, shower, bathroom, get significance on a person with a disability.
dressed, etc. Though that person is important and is appreciated and
respected for their work.
In writing this article, I want to discuss the relationships within could get along okay ifwe worked together.
the disabled world and how each prrson adds to the abilities of the The four of us also have friends with other disabilities, such as
next individual within the framework of the second half of Martin ADHD, Asperger's syndrome, depression, etc. These disabilities may
Luther's explanation of the fifth commandment which states," Thou not be visible to the human eye, though they can affect one' s life
shall not kill". Here Luther states, just as much as a physical disability. These individuals have different
If, therefore, you send away one that is naked when you could abilities and may be able to physically help those with a physical dis-
clothe him, you have caused him to freeze to death; you see ability go to the bathroom, eat, get into bed, shop, etc. Individuals
one suffer hunger and do notgive himfood,you have caused with physical disabilities may be able to help them with homework,
him to starve. So also, ifyou see any one innocently sentenced be an inspiration to them, provide them with a part time job, talk
to death or in like distress, and do notsave him, althoughyou to someone, etc. Individuals in the disabled world know the impor-
know ways and means to do so, you have killed him.   tance of helping each other, so we can all be productive in our society
Here, we see the act of murder not as a vicious act to put an end and have fun in life.
Individuals with disabilities can alsoto another person' s life, but more
of a passive act. Maybe the per-  help those who are so- called" normal" what-
son did not mean to kill the other ever that means, or those who do not have a
person and/ or was not the direct known) disability. Individuals with disabili-
cause of their death, though it
sem
ties can give others a unique outlook on life.
Normal" individuals do things a certain wa
added to the end result.  As I g y
write this, I am squirming in my
I I've, across the board; individuals with disabilities
wheelchair, and imagine as you may be able to complete the same task by doing
read this you are squirming too.   it in a completely different, sometimes totally
backwards, way. For example, our friend, Sta-My actions today, i. e. writing this
very article that you are read-    `'     
sia, uses a stick which attaches to a head piece
tot d
ing now( taken to the extreme),     
ype anPaint, therefore she does not use
could cause your death tomor-     her hands to type or paint. Who would have
row. What a dreadful thou ht!   thought?Individuals with and without disabil-
This thought process causes an ities can help those with disabilities by helping
them overcome their challenges and strengthen
overwhelming amount of pres-
sure to think through our decisions and actions to make sure they do their abilities. When we work together by look-
not cause another person's death. The pressure!   ing past individuals' disabilities and lift up their abilities, we are living
The actions of others have a higher significance on a person with by the fifth commandment and what Martin Luther discusses in the
a disability. When a personal caregiver does not show up to help an second halfof the explanation.
individual with a disability, that person goes hungry.When this hap-      The fifth commandment says we are not to harm each other. We
pens enough times, that person loses weight, which is not a good thing are supposed to come to each other's aide, so no one goes hungry and/
when it is hard for the person to gain back the weight. You may be or freezes. When we work together, we are in fact living by the fifth
asking yourself how individuals with disabilities try to combat not commandment by taking care of each other.
having reliable help. In my experience, it is always good to have a few So I challenge all of you to look past the disabilities and see the
friends and family members around who are able to come and help abilities of individuals, yourself and the collective community as a
at a moment's notice.       whole. You may be surprised as to what you find. Even the word" abil-
It is also good when individuals with disabilities, who have friends ity" is in the word" disability".
with disabilities, know each other's abilities. In college, I had four
other friends with the same disability, Cerebral Palsy, although it.
CONCORD 7
Quality of Life
Tire death machine
rF  ale By Nick Huseby These objectives seem adequate for forming How, then, do we best establish justice?
ti M.A. Junior our perspective on the institution of capital If harming any one person is unjust it would
To the joy of some punishment. When approaching capital pun-   seem that establishing justice would, in part,
and the chagrin of oth-   ishment we should ask ourselves whether or mean that every person must be kept from
ers, the administration not the death penalty helps to accomplish harm. This is not too bold of a claim, seeing
of the death penalty these things.      how our police force operates under the creed,
within the global polit-      In the first instance we have the task of  " to protect and serve." This is very closely tied
ical climate is on a steepestablishing justice. In Plato' s Republic,   to the other two projects mentioned above,
and, historically speak Socrates states that" it has become apparent insuring domestic tranquility and promoting
ing, fairly recent decline to us that it is never just to harm anyone."   general welfare. How are peace and tranquil-
among industrialized first-world nations. Sev-   We could certainly take this statement and ity within our nation best insured? How is
eral European nations have totally abolished agree with the sagacious philosopher to say general welfare best promoted? These are dif-
capital punishment as far back as England in that capital punishment certainly does harm ficult questions particularly when one life has
1965, and some more recently such as Switzer-   and should therefore be considered unjust.   become a threat to end the lives ofothers.
land in 1992 and Italy in 1994, respectively.   On the other hand, we can also look at this How, then, do we respond? Is there hope
As we all know the United States has not statement and see that the accused and con-   for reform?Or, must we resort to what seems
abolished capital punishment. In fact, when victed party has done harm and therefore has most appalling, at least to Socrates and much
Europe was at the heights of its abolition been unjust. So, with the task ofestablishing ofEurope, taking a life in order to secure the
period, the United States quickened the pace justice in hand, the injustices dealt by offend-   lives of others? It seems best not to concern
of its executions. With all these countries ers must be dealt with. This rhetoric does not ourselves with whether or not we are being
ridding themselves of capital punishment,   defend the sense of calculated retributive cosmopolitan, keeping up with the decisions
should we keep our pace or follow suit? justice inherent in the assertion that jus-   of other nations, who are often in culturally
To approach the situation from the grass-   tice should take the form of" to each what is different circumstances. But it is necessary to
roots we can reflect on our own constitution.   owed," or perhaps" an eye for an eye." Rather,   stop and examine the institution and political
The preamble of the constitution lays down this sentiment acknowledges the presence of machine ofdoling out death as it exists today,
the purposes for drafting the document injustice in the world and seeks to enact jus-   taking a serious inventory of its functions to
itself.A few of these reasons are to " estab-   tice. This system of justice oversees eyes lost ascertain whether or not we find it a helpful
lish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility,"   and strives to create an environment of fear so institution for preserving the lives and gen-
as well as to " promote the general Welfare."   other eyes need not meet the same end. eral welfare ofour nation.
Wye right to li e
By Brian Krause There has been a disturbing trend throughout history where peo-
M. Div. Senior ple have aborted fetuses or killed newborns with disabilities. Today
the argument is shaped around ideas about the quality of life. ParentsNineteen hours after I was born Ihad acar- P
diac arrest. It is this cardiac arrest which I believe believe that it is more humane to abort a fetus diagnosed with Down's
gave me Cerebral Palsy. Cerebral Palsy is often syndrome than to allow that child to be born into a world where peo-
caused by an injury at or near birth. Since doc-   ple will ostracize him or her, with questions raised about his or her
tors know this is a profound possibility, should contributions to society. Why should they be allowed to make that
ynot somebody have informed my parents?    decision? Can they truly know what the quality of life their child will
Would it not have been appropriate for some-   actually experience?My father thought that my diagnosis ofCerebral
one to sit down with my parents and say, " We Palsy meant that I would be lying on his couch wetting diapers all my
are sorry that your child has died. We could resuscitate your child life. How can anyone know what someone else's life will be like before
and get his heart beating again, however with the loss of oxygen to it has been given a chance to occur?Would it not be better for those
your child' s brain there is a profound possibility your child could be parents to have the child and for them to advocate for the rights of
seriously disabled. Knowing that your child could potentially live a people with Down's syndrome? Is the problem really with the child,
life of dependency and ostracism, would you prefer that we resusci-   or is it with a society that perceives that disabilities like Cerebral Palsy
tate your infant?"    and Down's syndrome make people inferior human beings?
This is indeed an absurd idea. Why would we determine who gets Our society needs to stop murdering disabled people and give them
CPR based on their quality of life? In like manner, why should par-   opportunities to thrive. In this country many believe that everyone
ents use knowledge of a disability to determine if they should give who works hard can prosper. Regardless ofwhether you believe that
birth or have an abortion?Are children that we have not yet seen less or not, why would we automatically exclude certain people from the
human than the children that we can hold in our arms? Does God' s opportunity?Let them be born, and let them determine their own
claim on us only come after we have been born?  quality of life!
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Perspectives
Life in Africa
By Sekenwa Moses Briska look with contempt on anyone Christ died for. It is not only the out-Ph. D. 3rd Year
ward act ofmurder that comes under judgment, but even our motives,
In Africa, life is sacred and valued. The sanctity of human life is expressions, and words come under God's judgment. No human being
the supreme worth of any individual person. Life's worth is derived is immune from the temptation of anger. But we are also not left with-
and received from the source of power, which is God, the Creator,   out conscience for good judgment.
God gives power ofexistence and increase. Because we know we are In Nigeria, Christians and Muslims have been living together
created in God' s image, we can understand God' s image in fellow peacefully. Many families share these religious divides. People share
human beings. This gives reason to value human life and means that life together during occasions: feasts, celebrations, business, poli-
every individual is entrusted to care and protect others.  tics, and work. Yet there are extremists from both religions. Muslims
Taking people's lives in the name of any religious- ideology, race,   kill fellow citizens, and in retaliation, Christians proceed to exact
I or political- ideology has no basis in any religion. It is unacceptable revenge by killing fellow citizens as well. On the global scene, warseven in ancient cultures. The commandment" you shall not murder"   and killings are justified by many factors: false religious-political ide-
addresses events ofhuman history, Jesus brings out the real meaning ologies, economy, power, race and selfishness. All these counter what
of the commandment. It is not sufficient to not hit someone; the only human beings have been created for, which is love. People need to
thing that is enough is to not even desire evil upon someone. Jesus calm down to gain perspectives. An argument of any quality needs
exposes different facets of committing murder, such as selfish anger,   room to breathe. A break in any action will help people to figure out
wishing bad for someone, contempt, and insulting-words.       whether they are angry, hurt, or both, and pinpoint the exact source.
When hatred and anger are not allowed to die out, they become People may have a legitimate disagreement that could be resolved. But
the mastermind behind all murder. This is why Jesus condemns selfish without patience or tolerance, a perfectly good argument can turn into
anger, which will not forget or seeks revenge. Even pride can become a deadly crisis. No human institution, government, or individual has
an oppressive, demeaning, and dehumanizing tool. We should never any moral justification to kill any human being, God's image. Mur-
der is totally an act of sin and nothing else.
Why God kills
By Joshua C. Miller of rationalism, which comes from the idealis-   general good plan ofGod.Ph. D. IstYear
tic thought of the likes of F. W.J. Schelling The second way of dealing this question
We have all either heard the question or and G. W.F. Hegel, who deal with this ques-   of divine killings is the irrational approach,
have asked it ourselves: " Why does God do tion as it pertains to the question of evil in taken by Soren Kierkegaard in Fear and
all that killing in the Bible?" The Scriptures general. It answers the question of the divine Trembling. The Kierkegaardian argument
seem to be riddled with instances of God kill-   killings with an appeal to God' s greater plan states that what is essentially at stake in the
ing or commanding the killing of humans,   in the universe. One cannot neglect the forest question of why God kills is violating an
from the Great Flood, which God sends to for the trees; one should not get lost in the lit-   ethical imperative. God, however, is above
wipe out humans recorded in Genesis 6- 8,   tle evils in life which pale in comparison and human ethics and human rationality, and
to God' s zapping Ananias and Sapphira in even play a part in the far grander work of the what humans must do is make the leap of
Acts 5. Why does God kill? How are we as Geist( divine Spirit, Mind, or Reason) harmo-   faith by trusting the irrational God.
future pastors and theologians of the Church niously working itself out in the world.     Although this way at least attempts to deal
to answer this question?     We can hardly take this first way of deal-   with the concrete situation of God's killing
This question goes beyond the mere issue ing with the question seriously. At best it is    ( in Kierkegaard' s case God' s commanding
of theodicy. We are not dealing here with a noble attempt to keep God' s reputation Abraham to sacrifice Isaac), it also sounds
general philosophical questions ofhow God and honor intact. At worst it is a serious rather hollow in the face of the real ques-
and evil can coexist. Our usual evasions of shirking of our responsibility as pastors and tion ofwhy God kills. The appeals to fideism
God' s responsibility for evil will not work theologians to provide a serious answer to sound as equally ridiculous as the rational-
here. No appeals to evil' s existing only in the questioning souls. Moreover, the rationalist ist's appeal to the reason of the broader plan
negative, to the responsibility for evil lying way ofanswering this question— like the tra-   of God. No, we are left with a God who is
with human" free will," or to God' s supposed dition of theodicy in dealing with the broader not only a murderer but an arbitrary mur-
lack of foreknowledge concerning the con-  " problem of evil"— is vaguely general. It is derer at that, and our response should be to
tingences of the future will suffice. Here we unlikely that those who question us have an trust such a God in a blind leap of faith. The
are asked a very specific question about very equally general motivation for asking. In fact,   essence of Christian faith, according to this
specific and direct divine or divinely inspired the question often comes in a more directly way of answering why God kills, is irrational
killings.    personal form: "Why did God kill my baby,   trust in an arbitrary cosmic child-killer who
In the history ofmodern Protestant philo-   wife, husband, parent, grandparent, friend,   cannot be held to any standard.
sophical thought there are two opposing ways coworker, pastor, etc.?" Such specific ques-
ofanswering this question. The first is the way tions cannot be answered by an appeal to the Why God kills to page 12
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Perspectives
Two tables,   two uses,   two tones,   two tiers
By Gary M. Simpson we underestimate this ultimacy in all things work beneficence, in all your neighborly
Professor of Systematic mundane only at our great peril. On the other togetherness. The implied" do good" is ubiq-
Theology hand, we underestimate the mundane at the uitous in Scripture, noted Luther, and thereby
Thou shalt not great peril of losing this-worldliness that authorizes the catechetical " but help and
kill." Kill. That's how the truly down- to-earth God finds so very befriend our neighbor in every bodily need"
I learned it as a kid.   endearing. When Luther uses the word" law"   God only knows how surely our earthly life
I' ve been convinced he most often uses it in this comprehensive together needs both boundaries(" not") and
that" kill" is still better sense. As an expert rhetorician Luther there-   bridges(" befriend"), both the prevention of
American English than fore uses the word" law" synecdochically. He sin and evil and the promotion of good and
murder"  ( Fretheim,   uses a part to talk about the whole like my life. Indeed, noted Luther, God even holds us
Exodus, pp. 232- 3 ( 1991)). My reflections daughter who tells her friends that she has more strenuously accountable for our failure
on the" not kill" come in conversation with   " the wheels" meaning of course she has the to befriend( cf. Luke 10: 30£) than for com-
Luther's explanations in his catechisms. We whole car. mitting harm. Well, almost.
can arrange our reflections according to the
2- TUTTs: 2- Tables, 2- Uses, 2-Tones, and 2-Uses 2-Tiers
2-Tiers.
Following up on an insight from Augus-      Actually, there is a multi- two- tieredness
tine, Luther stressed the law' s twofold in the" Not kill." In 2T1 God is the first-tier
2-Tables
usefulness, purposefulness or functionality.   user of the law because, of course, God is
Scripture records the giving of the Ten God uses the " not kill" both to order and the ultimate law-giver. Indeed, God gives the
Words on two tablets, or tables (cf. Thront-   protect our environmental togetherness( first law to humankind so that we would also use
veit re." Words"). This two- foldness has been use, social-political use) as well as to convict it, of course, in a Godly way. Luther built
chiseled on our memory as the two great the world of sin ( second use, spiritual- theo-   this into his doctrine ofvocation and often
commandments: love God... and love your logical use; cf.Romans 3: 20). Luther's newly cites Psalm 127 in this regard: " Unless the
neighbor. Like others before him, Luther Lord builds the house,
expressed this double love relationally, and those who build it
therefore creationally, by using the Latin I' ve been convinced that "kill" is still labor in vain. Unless
coram, " face- to- face with." God creates us the Lord guards the
face- to- face with God and face- to- face with better American English than murder     city, the guard keeps
our neighbors, which include, of course, watch in vain." Signif-
both the world and our own selves. Note icantly, this Scripture
how God' s law in each of its words issues retrieved twofold hermeneutic of the law was identifies both
its normative commands within the already revolutionary or reformatory in his day, and boundary-maintaining and bridge-building.
existing contexts of a created world with all remains so. God always employs both uses Luther also stressed a 2T2. Literal killing of
of its regularly networked and networking simultaneously, which we neglect— it's reg-   another is obviously prohibited, but so are all
connectedness. The fifth commandment does ularly done!— at the peril of theological or
the" little killings" that we perpetrate on one
not need to command people to have neigh-   moral reductionism. Lex semper accusat, the another, all the hurting and harming across
bors, it merely assumes that you already have law always accuses, noted the Reformers; they the multidimensionality of our earthly life
them. God creatively gifts and arranges for did not say," The law only( sola) accuses"! The together. This two- tieredness also applies to
neighbors and neighborhoods. Law and its law's accusation in the hands of the Holy the positive bridging side; there are the big
commands are normatively meaningful and Spirit( John 16: 8) reveals sin and the need goods to be done, of course, but there are
true within the scope of God's creative activ-   for redemption, thereby impelling sinners in also all the little quotidian goods to be done
ity. The moral truth of the" not kill" makes need of their Redeemer, Jesus the Son.  through which we share daily joys with one
sense within the creedal belief that" God has another (see Luther's" Give us this day our
created me together with all that exists."       2-Tones daily bread). Then there is 2T3. This is a big
God creates each me" together with," that and really important question about the rela-
is, within an encompassing natural, social
The" not-ness" tone of the not kill" indi-   tion of natural law. That tier of the deeply
and built environments. In the Bible's" envi-   cares the preventative, " curbing" character enduring ordering of life together across the
ronmental" imagination the" not kill" helps of the law. This not-ness emphasizes" do no many cultures, societies, times and places,
preserve God's creation in its intricate togeth-   harm." It commands non-maleficence, as they to the positive encoded law of a particular
erness. That's why Luther introduced each
said in the old days." Not kill" intends to pre-   nation and state. This two- tiered dimension
what does this mean?" with" We should fear vent sin from bursting out into wickedness touches on sex and politics and economy and
and love God so that..." The ultimate envi-   and in this way orders community life in its international law and a host of other things.
ronment in, with and around all neighborly
multidimensional togetherness. Luther, like Luther had much to say, and to contribute
face- to- faceness is God' s face- to- faceness with John Calvin, and both following St. Ambrose,   to us regarding 2T3, but that must wait for
me in my togetherness. On the one hand,   
noted that there is an implied" do good," or another day.
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Food Faceoff
A move to health For the love ofbacon
By Rick Anderson By Andy NelsonDining Services M. Div. Senior
Through little effort on my part, I graduated high school. After that I       " I just don' t think I'm qualified to provide the counterpoint
experienced many bad circumstances combined with bad decisions. I lived to a vegetarian point of view," I told the editor when I was asked
without hope or direction for a long time.       to write this installment. " What are you talking about?" sheOne cold morning I waited in
asked. " The only quali-line for concert tickets to see Paul fication is that you love
McCartney. Nearing the opening of meat!" While I maintain
the ticket office, there was a drawing that a mere love of some-
get
to determine the order ofwho would
thing does not necessarilyget tickets. I happened to draw num-      
qualify one to defend it
l
ber one and was quite excited to get
as
a lifestyle, I cannot denygreat seats. It was a long time from that I do love meat. I eat
that point to the date of the show.       it
t t
and withThe time finally came.      
relish ( though not oftenThe concert felt like a celebration
with actual relish) in itsfrom the beginning. Upon entry to many and various forms:the arena, everyone received a really chicken, pork, beef,bacon,
cool package that included cardboard binoculars and a nice magazine. The venison, pheasant, grouse, bacon, walleye, trout, tilapia, bacon,
magazine was a colorful friendly campaign for vegetarianism. I had a great yak, bison, turkey, bacon, turkey bacon, and of course bacon.
time at the concert. Sometimes concerts are peak experiences for me. I enjoy bacon a great deal, actually. A rather great deal. EvenAs time went on, I had the opportunity to go to a technical school for Facebook, that great clearinghouse ofdeep personal truths, will
a profession that was like a dream to me. To think that I could change my attest to the fact that I am" a fan" ofbacon. So, it must be true.)life and overcome my situation made me seriously face God and try every-    Grilled, fried, rubbed, stewed, barbecued, simmered, kebobbed,
thing in my power to succeed at this calling.    roasted or cured, I must stay, I do love animal fare.I said to God that if he would give me this chance to succeed that I And yet, in spite ofmy abiding love ofmyriad meats, I remain
would give him my whole devotion and dedication. I had asked Jesus to rather uneasy with my omnivorousness (omnivoraciousness?).
come into my heart and life years before, but now I was going to give what Though I have generally found neither the dietary nor animalI could to do my best.     
rights arguments against meat consumption fully compellingWhen I moved to the town my school was located at, I stopped using in their own right, the joint rise of factory farming and Ameri-alcohol, tobacco and drugs. I also became a vegetarian, recalling McCart-    cans' collective bulk has begun to give me pause- and begun to
ney's vegetarian message from years back. I really didn' t have much trouble make me seriously question the morality and sustainability ofbecoming a vegetarian. The only thing that I missed was my mother's pot my meat-eating habits. As with so much ofour other food, we
roast. I went nearly ten years without getting sick, which is something I are further and further separated from its origins. Where our
would brag about. Now I will get a cold every once in awhile but other-    lives were once quite deeply intertwined with our livestock, we
wise I am quite healthy.   no longer have much concept at all of the life our meat lived
before it reached our plate, much less whether it was a reason-
ably fulfilling one.
These concerns are a few of the reasons I participate in the
A love story from Gage 3 Nelson family tradition of deer hunting each fall in northern
Minnesota. Lean, free range and sustainably harvested, veni-
ever. You would see in the movie how Boyd continued to fight for her, even son has been a delicious answer to my growing qualms about
at her funeral. There would be a quiet moment in the cemetery overlook-    modern meat consumption. And when you walk into a woods
ing the rolling hills and corn fields. You would hear her mother say at the empty-handed in the morning and come out later dragging a
luncheon afterward that she does not blame the church. You would see deer, well it doesn't leave much question as to where your food
Sarah' s own pastor in need ofspiritual comfort in the midst of loss.   came from. Even ifhunting isn't your cup of tea, check out the
Yet, there would also be a scene at the end of the movie where you see host of CSA farms( community supported agriculture) that offer
sustainably raised livestock and poultry, as wellofficial representatives of spiritual reputation from Sarah' s church body
tunity to see where and how those kind] s
the
beenattending the funeral, leaving before the grave site service. This person y beasts have
did not stay for the luncheon that was prepared, with the sincere invita-    frolicking before they made their way to your freezer.
tion ofSarah' s family. As friends ofSarah and Boyd drove home after the I can't say I' ll be giving up meat any time soon... goodness
lunch, they saw the official representatives come out of a cafe in a town knows I still love bacon. But I do intend to put a little more
seven miles away.  thought and care into the animals that are so kindly giving
This was a love story with the wrong ending. 
their lives for me.
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Reading,  but notfor class T
By Colin Grangaard their countries became Islamic- led states.
M. Div. Senior The book seems to split into two parts. In the first half, Jenkins
Every novo and then I read a book that re- arranges my Mental
gives an outli ne and great narrative to hold together the expansion
furniture. 7heLost History ofCbristianity by Phillip Jenkins was that ofthe Church from Jerusalem and thef3otn-ishintiof,\,Ionophysite
book for me. Jenkins re introduces Christian history following the churches( especially Nestorian and Jacobite) following Nicea and
labeling of the Nestorian and Jacobite Churches by the Councils Chalcedon. He gives helpful detail to the controversy, including
of Ncaea and Chalcedon. He describes a dramatic history as he the ways in which labels like Melkites," The Emperors Men," were
follows the historical expansion, success, persecution and death of applied to westerners in the same pejorative way westerners called
the churches that extended across Asia and Africa; churches that Monopliysires Nestorians and Jacobites.
western Christianity has had little to say about. I'm going to cut Jenki ns' s narrative is helpful to piece together what was hap-
right to the chase: Jenkins tells a history that many of us in semi-   peeing in the whole Christian Church during times we have called
nary have seen only a glimpse in our Early and Medieval Church DarkAges and in cities I had only encountered through off-hand
History classes. What's more, he takes away the labels and gives the mention in the Bible. Throughout the book it was helpful to follow
history a narrative flow that tells a story about the flowering of the his maps as well as the maps that we've received in Early/.%Icdi-
Near and Far Eastern, as well as African Churches and their fall as Reading to page 14
Why God kills from page 9
So where are we left with this question?    it will not go away or give way to any philo-   all things that happen in this world, includ-
Should we simply commend those on their sophical or therapeutic arguments which we ing death. In his work The Bondage of the
learning to ask good questions? Taking that throw at it. The question is real because the Will, Luther warns against denying that this
course of action would probably at best only killing God is real, and anyone who has expe-   hidden activity of God exists or trying to
alienate questioners from our ministry and at rienced this God knows that.    rationalize it away. It cannot be done, says
worst alienate them from Christianity alto-      Yet, we need not give up hope to utter Luther. Ifwe try we will only fall into utter
gether. So what do we do? despair. Something already has been done,   despair and complete unbelief. The only
The first thing that we do is absolutely for God has become the receptor of such kill-   thing that can be done is to find the revealed
refuse to deal in the abstract. We are not ing. Almighty God became a human being,   or preached God in Christ or, rather, to be
answering general disembodied hypotheses incarnate in a helpless baby by the power of found by God in Christ.
that come knocking on our doors, but real the Holy Spirit of the Virgin Mary. In a rad-      This issue of the killing God can, of course,
living, breathing human beings like our-   ical reversal, which fractured human history be denied by Christians who view the issue
selves. The personal worth of the questioner in a way that can never now be reversed, the as impious or, as is more likely among main-
demands a personal response. What is more,   incarnate God was killed, put to death by line Christians, see a picture of Christianity
the questioner himself or herself is probably the sins of humans for sinful humans. In a that is too violent. The issue can be denied,
not motivated out of general concern either,   mystery too great to be a mere myth, God but it does disappear, and it does nothing
but out of deep personal involvement in the the Son, Jesus Christ, exchanged death for to alleviate the person troubled by the issue.
question, and perhaps, deep personal pain life with us. Christ was killed by us sinners,   Something has to be done and said to address
from the situation from which it has arisen.   taking our death upon himself and giving us the issue. Something has been done about the
The Scriptures do not deal in abstractions life instead. Furthermore, Christ did not stay situation raised by the killing God through
either. Instead, they are filled with personal dead but was raised by the power of the Holy the incarnation, death and resurrection of
accounts of the personal God' s dealings Spirit and promises us that we who believe in Jesus Christ. Something has been said that
with personal things. In the context of the him will also be raised with him. He came to can cure this problem through the Holy Gos-
divine killings, however, this personal nature us and took our death away that we may have pel. The Gospel of Christ is the only answer
of divine-human interaction seems only to life. In Christ, we find God not as an enemy to the question raised by the killing God. The
make matters worse. So does this personal seeking to kill us, but as our loving Savior only thing that can be done in the face of
nature of the situation really help? Is there a who has taken the power of death away from the hidden killing God is to believe in, con-
personal way in which we can address this sit-   us and gives us life instead.       fess, preach and distribute the revealed God
uation and its accompanying question?     Though many people, including many in Jesus Christ who overcomes death for us
There answer is both" no" and" yes." We Christians, will reject the idea that this story and gives us life. Instead of ignoring the issue
cannot do anything about the killing God could ever alleviate the question ofGod' s kill-   or rationalizing it, we must face it head on
because we are powerless to do so. As all of us ings that we find both in the Bible and in by actually giving the God of life in Christ
who have dealt with this question know, there our human experience, it is really the only through telling the story of the Gospel and
is nothing we can say to resolve the question cure for the problem. Martin Luther spoke of handing Christ out in the Holy Sacrament to
or even cover it up. The question is real and the hidden or unpreached God who works in those troubled by the issue.
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Age of- isms from page 5
All this is because of the major difference between the false gospels of Wishing 1 r0       
the- isms and the true gospel ofJesus Christ. The gospel of- ism does not By Karen Treat
come from a Messiah, the gospel of- ism promises to make you a Mes- Seminary Parish Nurse
siah. It promises the heart swelling pride of"making a difference," ifonly
you join the revolution and work to make society in its image. A feeling t    
7hcteft" it is God' s trltirrate
of empowerment comes from the force of the idea and makes you feel purpose that westtfferharm to hcfdl
like everyone that stands in the way is a problem rather than a human no tttatz, hcrtshou hirn allgood tad
being. In our context this rarely leads to murder, but often to pride and love; atad, as we have said itis spe
feelings of superiority. That is not to say working to improve the world cially directed toward those who
around you is a sin, but when improvement that your own work can do
etre afar ell es"egItrlart,  
effitLuther,
captures your heart, then the pride you feel gives you the same heart as Large Catechism
d),ne
re arditzg rhefifth
Cain, even ifyou have cleaner hands.      cotntnatzd tetit.
This is not an argument for the church to stay away from engagement I have been in ministry for the church for fifteen
in the world. Indeed the reign of the- isms is incentive to do the oppo- years. I am married to a Lutheran clergyman and have
site. My only caution is that pastors need to distinguish the gospel from been a parish nurse during his time in the parish. On
the multifarious ideas and ideologies that dominate our society. These
a whole, I feel compelled to this vocation. proclaim-
ideas are not necessarily negative and often are strong allies and employ- inI the healing ministry of Christ to the family of God
ees of the gospel. But when they become the employers of the gospel, the has revealed God' s presence in the world as 1 could not
Good News is lost. I, like many preachers on the American scene, have
imagine or describe.
from time to time allowed other ideas to cloud the gospel from my heart.     
Our first call was in a small town_We loved our con-
But as we move forward in the age of ideas that kill my hope is that we
gregation and felt much appreciated. The people were
focus less on abstract structures and discursive discussions of" justice," sincere and welcoani3hg. The ministries we began over vt`
as if it were some Platonic form waiting to descend to earth, and more 10 years ago continue to this day. Leavingcvas difficult
on the concrete work of feeding the hungry, clothing the naked, visiting I often long for that parish home.
the imprisoned and most importantly for our vocation, preaching Christ I would have to say, the beginnings at this parish
crucified. In the face of a fallen world Christians should seek more to were a bit rocky. We were moving faro a parsonage ecomeChrist's hands and feet than his mouth," helping our neighbors that stood right next to the church and looked a bit
in all their bodily needs."     like a jail at first glance. It was a rambler, red brick ss ith ,  !
no detail and few windows_This was the earl- 1990s,, v  '
and the inside decor was that CHIC 197Os. It was hard
to swallow my tears when first being shown any new
residence.
In the next Accepting the call to this parish was easy, but accept-
ing 20-
scar-
old brown carpet in the kitchen was not. I0C)I   '`!`.. OR       had to stand my ground on having that pulled up and
linoleum placed. I had small children and I- wasn' t going
Bigger is better. That' s why we're bringing on another to have the floor they played and craw=led on be one big
20 page issue about:    source ofbacteria. I argued I was a nurse and had strong
boundaries in the area of cleanliness.
Sex Needless to say, this was not a great way to start min-
istry at a church. I am sure there are women todaywho
Did you know church basement ladies have the best sex?       still talk about me whcn they reflect on any husband' s
Researchers atthe University of Chicago say it may have year of ministry. I felt their displeasure throughout our
something to do with low expectations. Celibacy. Fidelity.      time in that church. I can often remember saying" it is
Adultery. Sexuality. Commandment six tells us what we shouldn' t a drag to think these people will be sitting with me at
do with our bodies... and even suggests what we should. What the same table when I go on to heaven." Despite their
does sexuality mean for our identity and for our relationships?  displeasure with me and my expectations and despite
What about love? So what about sex? God agrees with John their desire to tear me down, God still loves them and
Mayer. Your body is a wonderland. Let' s talk about how to use it.       I ask for no harm to come to them.
That' s what she said). What does this have to do with the fifth command-
inert and health ministry: I expect some rearing downArticles are due Fri., Feb. 13.      
of my character in ministry, it is a given. steeping my
integrity and knowing myboundaries are- what main-If interested in being solicited for articles in the future, please send an e-
tains my well- being. Knowing God' s unconditional lovemail to concord@] uthersem.edu. Pay rate is$ 15 per article with up to 300
words and$ 25 per article with more than 300 words.  is my foundation.
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To be Free:Sweet Sound ofSpeculation The Nina Simone Story
By J e n i G ra n ga a r d munity and the larger community today can be directly traced to
M. Div. Senior inequalities passed on from an earlier generation that suffered
Though long retired and long gone from this world, Nina Simone under the brutal legacy ofslavery andJim Crow.
remains a contemporary, timely and stunningly remarkable singer,       Obama cites disparities in education, legalized discrimination and
song-writer and performer. The end of 2008 saw the release ofa boxed a lack ofeconomic opportunity as outcomes of the American legacy;
set of Nina Simone' s music titled To Be Free: The Nina Simone Story.    certainly not something to fall to the wayside on the 21st of January,
Hello, favorite Christmas present!  though his inauguration is something worth celebrating this Martin
Nina Simone, nee Eunice Kathleen Waymon, was born to a Meth-   Luther King, Jr. Day.
odist minister( and sometimes maid) mother and a blue- collar father Freedom from those who seek to kill or do harm is a theme
in North Carolina in 1933. She has never fit into the typical catego-    throughout Nina Simone's music, career and personal struggle. But
ries or genres, such as Jazz or R& B, but molded her own which she that wasn' t the whole story. In her almost unheard of 9. 2 review from
dubbed" black classical music." Trained at Julliard in the 1950s and Pitchfork Media on December 12, 2008, Chris Dahlen writes," Sim-
one of the few protest singers who was not a" guitar-toting hippie"    one is missed, but this isn't a sentimental set, and while it's tempting
liner notes, Ed Ward), Nina Simone used her visceral voice and her to juxtapose her eulogy for Dr. King with what happened on election
classically driven piano in and for the-civil rights movement. To put it day last month, that's just one part ofwhat she fought for— and one
another way,Jack Donaghy, the hyper-conservative would-be C.E. O.    part ofwhat made her free."
ofNBC on the hit TV show 30 Rock( played by the hyper-liberal Alec To Be Free: The Nina Simone Story offers deeper cuts than would
Baldwin), would have to look elsewhere for a hippie to lick.      be available on any other anthology or best of collection( though I do
Nina Simone is perhaps best known as a protest singer, but she was recommend" The Very Best of Nina Simone" a two-disc set). With
so much more. When signed to her second label, Colpix, she was given Hallmark' s favorite holiday coming up (Valentine's Day), I' d like to
free reign to pick her repertoire, and pick she did. A quick glance at suggest this set of music to anyone in love(" Do I Move You" and" A
the songs listed in the Colpix anthologies show songs by Gershwin Little Sugar in My Bowl") and to anyone who would rather forget the
and Ellington, as well as the Texas fiddle- tune" Cotton-Eye Joe" and day(" My Man's Gone Now"," You Can Have Him" and" The Other
the traditional" House of the Rising Sun". In this new collection, Sim-   Woman"). I give it 5 out of 5.
one covers Dylan, the Beatles, the Byrds and Leonard Cohen, to name
a few. It also features her own gems, including: " Young, Gifted and
Black"," Ain't Got No/ I Got Life" and my personal favorite" Missis-
sippi Goddam" in which Nina Simone jokes that she isn't about to be
non-violent, honey. Amidst the cadence of laughter the listener can
appreciate the anger and frustration in Simone' s voice and hear the    "
The Postmaster General and 1 had afalling out over theJerry Garcia
song not so much as that which might incite violence, but that which
gives voice and empathy with those feeling a loss of possibility and,   stamp. IfI wanted to lick a hippie, I'd return Joan Baez's phone calls."
dare I say, hope.
Thou shall not kill. From Martin Luther's Small Catechism, we
learn that this means:" We should fear and love God that we may not
hurt nor harm our neighbor in his body, but help and befriend him
in every bodily need [ in every need and danger of life and body]."       Reading from page 12
More specifically in the Large Catechism, Luther teaches us, " under
this commandment not only he is guilty who does evil to his neigh-      eval History to figure out inhere the ancient flourishing cities,
bor, but he also who can do him good, prevent, resist evil, defend about which he had so much information, were actually located.
and save him, so that no bodily harm or hurt happen to him, and yet His discussion of early encounters with Islain by the flourishing
does not do it." Christianity of the East has challenged my understanding of that
It is a new day in America. We are on the brink of a new presidency period of history entirely.
and a new possibility for what tomorrow might bring. The election of The great strength of the book is his narrative flow and engage--
Barack Obama, forty- five years after Martin Luther King Jr.'s" I Have went of such pop historians as Karen Armstrong and Elaine
a Dream Speech". The day after the election, the New York Times Pagels. The conclusions he draws in the second half of the book
ran this headline:" Obama: Racial Barrier Falls in Decisive Victory".      Icave something to be desired, as he attempts to show a near-uni-
Only time will tell, but it seems that we as a nation have a long way vernal impact of Eastern, Near Eastern and African Christianity
to go until all are free from harm and danger.       upon nearby religions and cultures.J am still tryingao wrap my
To put this in the words of President Elect Barack Obama, from head around the history that
Jcnkins
put in front of me. The his-
his notable speech on race titled" A More Perfect Union," delivered torical world, with which I was pretty familiar, has more to sal- to
on March 18, 2008:    me than I thought it did_ I don' t think your conclusions will be
We do not need to recite here the history of racial injustice in the same as Jenkins's conclusions, but the history he will use to
this country. But we do need to remind ourselves that so many show you this world is something that will shake you up.
ofthe disparities that exist between the AfricanAmerican com-
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Calendar ofevents
By Marie Olson On Feb. 1, from 8- 11 p.m. in Rice Park, down-   The Orpheum TheaterM. Div. Middler town St. Paul, come see a Laser Light Show to
celebrate the overthrow of King Boreas and For mature adults the Orpheum is running
hope that summer will come again! Spring Awakening" from Jan. 27-Feb. 1. ThisSt. Paul Winter Carnival is a coming of age story told from the per-
In this frigid month of Jan. take some time spective of three teenagers in repressive 19th
to celebrate the cold with the St. Paul Winter
Indoor Carnival Events century Germany. The Orpheum is a slightly
Carnival from Jan. 22- Feb. 1. This annual Proex Photo Contest Winners on Display at
Pricier venue, but sure to be a great perfor-
tradition boasts a variety of fun events. For the Saint Paul Central Library from Jan. 24-       mance. Check for show times and tickets at:
complete event listings visit their website at: 31 and the Winter Carnival Orchid Show at www.hennepintheatredistrict.org/*
www.winter-carnival.com/. St. Paul Carnival the McNeely Conservatory( Como Park Con-
buttons can also be purchased at a variety of servatory). This show runs from Jan. 24- 25,   Don'tforget Valentine's Daylocations, including local Cub Foods.       10 a. m.-4 p.m. each day. Don't forget to watch
the Pioneer Press for their Treasure Hunt for iSjust around the corner!
the Medallion clues starting Jan. 18!Candlelight Tours and
Reading ofthe Royal Legend Enchanted Valentine's DiningWinter Skating Como Park Conservator AWhat is this carnival about?Who are King Y•    gourmet
Boreas, Queen of Snows and the Vulcans?       Want to go skating but stay out of the wind?       dining experience amongst beautiful flow-
Take some time to come down to the Saint Try the historical Minneapolis Depot indoor ers will be the perfect touch of romance for
Paul Public Library to learn about the his-       Ice Rink. Check hours at www.thedepot your Valentine' s Day. Price: $ 165 per cou-
tory and legend of the Winter Carnival. Jan.       minneapolis. com/ icerink/. Prices include ple. Call 651- 487-8250 for reservations or
30- 31, Candlelight tours start at 4 p.m. and adults $ 8, children$ 6 and skate rental $ 7.       check out the website for more details at
readings are on the hour.    Other skating locations include the Rose-       www•comozooconservatory.org/cons/ events.
ville Oval. This outdoor skating rink costs shtml.
only$ 5 and skate rental is$ 4. Check out the
Snow Sculptures rink schedule for hours at: www.ci.roseville.
Come see the great snow creations that these mn.us/ index.asp?NID=575. During the Win-   Romeo andJuliet
artists develop! On Jan. 25, there is a public ter Carnival, Jan. 23- Feb. 2, skating will also Take in the greatest love story ofall with your
viewing from 11a. m.- 4 p.m at the Minne-       
be available across from Rice Park in down-       loved one at the Children's Theater. The
sota State Fairgrounds before judging begins.       town St. Paul. Check the website for details at:       show runs from Feb. 10- March 8, general
If you're there between 12 p.m. and 3 p.m.       
v'v'w.winter-carnival.com/ events/.  admission tickets run$ 20- 35 see website for
you can also partake in fire truck rides, a show times: www.childrenstheatre.org/2009/
snow maze, medallion hunt and other funromeojuliet.html
activities!       Minnesota Orchestra
Need a little Broadway excitement during
these chilly days? Check out the Minnesota Mufuletta Restaurant
Parades andLight Shows Orchestra's Bernstein on Broadway Concert Did you know we have a fabulous restaurant
The King Boreas Grand Day Parade takes
Jan. 15 and 17 for some of the classics like
steps away from campus? Try out Muffulet-
place on Jan. 24 from 2- 5 p.m. in down-      "
New York, New York,"" Simple Song" and ta's for your Valentine' s Day dinner. You' ll
town St. Paul. The Torchlight Parade takes       " Maria." Don' t forget to look at the Student love their gourmet foods, white table-cloth
place on Jan. 31 from 6- 11 p.m, For a map of
Saver deals. See www.minnesotaorchestra.org ambience and under$ 25 dollar entree prices!
the parade route go to: www.winter-carnival.       
for more details.    
www.muffuletta.com/
com/ events/ parade—map/.
Theological Superhero of the Month:   Super Powers:   Weaknesses:
Kills enemies by making them Soft eyes of Sophia
Fyodor Dostoevsky characters in his novels Can' t seem to remember...He' ll make you wish you could what were we talking about?confess!   A man of the people: always
Not too good at the slots, but had a soft spot for socialism
makes an excellent gamble Time in the gulag caused irra
at writing( tomes may also be tional hatred of germs
used as destructive projectiles)    Not paid by each and every
He can make an` Idiot' into a single syllable and expository
messiah figure utterance, but rather by the
Grassroots" Community word.
Organizing"       Spent far too much at the local
You can sentence him to death,    insane asylum as a child collect-
q but he' ll keep coming back rng stones... so many stones...
tea... .«.  .,„,.
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Table Talk
k
Ifyou could script your own death,
how would you die?     
14,
sE
r o,      iii// 
h
e"  In a blaze of glory saving puppies and
small children!
Judy Hedman
ti
iiii
f
reaching and get struck
bv the cross.
Be returning from some exotic jlocation after a round-the-world a
tour, then, like on Lost, I would
arrive on an island and stay there
y
forever. Basically, I would have I would take the teachers who were jerks in junior and senior high and my piano
been on an airplane to heaven.       teacher, Mr. Phillips, shame them publicly and then take them to a small room
where I would blow us all up.
Chenar Howard
Maria Zhompson
Down the Hill
Luther Seminary through
Peace be withyou, youngJedi younger eyes
By Patrick Lathrop meat or vegetables.
Son of Jenni and Paul Lathrop Commandments show up in movies a lot.
To me the fifth commandment a One movie where a commandment is present
means thatY You should not kill an
is Star Wars because the Jedi sort of have com-
mandments for themselves. One commandment
ment means that you shouldn' t they learn is that, if possible, they should spare
kill humans only, because ani-
mals were killed even before the to
the lives of anyone they face. The Jedi also resort
peace first and violence later. Also the Jedi,
commandments were made. But
f
when they fight, disarm their opponent and
I believe thatPPeo le who are arrest them, and rarely kill opponents. Unlike
vegetarians think that the com-
the Jedi, the Sith, who are enemies of the Jedi,
mandment means you shouldn' t don't show mercy or remorse. The Sith kill their
kill any kind of animal or human.     
enemies no matter what. When the Jedi kill an
I think that people in wars break enemy they are hesitant to strike the fatal blow.
this commandment every day. I don't think that people in wars like But when the Sith kill their enemy they strike
killing other people. I would think someone would take the com-   without the blink of an eye.
mandment too literally by not mowing their lawn and not eating
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